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allowance therefore should be made for waste in the aggregate in
handling the work, and another table calculated with this table as
a basis, when concrete of different quality and strength is required.
The consistency of concrete for maximum strength may be deter-
mined by Mr F K" Romans' " slump " test.    The apparatus used
for this test consists of a metal truncated cone
12 in. high, having a base 8 in. and a top 4 in
(Fig.  102).   This cone is filled with freshly
mixed concrete, in four layers each rammed
25 times with a f in. diameter steel rod and
struck with a trowel.    On carefully raising
and drawing the mould, the fall of the struck
surface is measured 1 min. after withdrawal
of the cone    For concrete road work a slump
of 1-2 in. is permissible;  outside these limits
the mixture is either too dry or too wet.
Truncated Cone Mould
fig. 102.—romans'
truncated cone
for slump test.
A wet consistency of concrete will show a
slump of from 4 to 8 in. Furthermore, it
should be noted that crushed stone will show
a less slump than concrete of the same con-
sistency composed of other materials, owing
to the fact that the angular fragments of the
former will be held in place mechanically in
the mixture, whereas aggregates having a
smaller proportionate surface area are not held to the same degree.
mixing op concrete and construction methods
The mixing of concrete to-day is invariably carried out by machine;
careful preparation of the subgrade is important to ensure a -uniform
thickness of slab. A " point template " with metal side-forms set
correctly may be used to test the level of the prepared subgrade.
On large jobs concrete is .deposited from the discharge bucket of the
mechanical mixer, while a double screed finishing machine may be
used to strike off the surface. The use of mechanical spreaders
helps greatly to place the concrete, and it is possible to use a dryer
mixture than with other methods; these spreaders may be either
the " screw " type or the " paddle " type. It is always important
to check the water content, arid ample provision should be available
to carry this out during progress of the work.
Where reinforcement fabricate to be included in the slab it should
be placed in position just before placing the final layer of concrete.
Vibration and Finishing.
This may be* done (1) by hand, (2) by power-driven machine, or
(3) by a high-frequency vibrator (i.e. 5,000-to 9,000 revs, per min.)

